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Generative AI &  
‘Natural’ UIs



Generative AI is Hugely Disruptive

ACM Tech Policy Council:  https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/3626110
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Generative AI is Hugely Popular



https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2023/04/14/upshot/up-ai-uses.html

Correct dictated text



Correct dictated text

Plan Gardens
Plan Meals Plan Workouts

Organize a computer directory

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2023/04/14/upshot/up-ai-uses.html

Write a wedding speech

Comment on the wording of an 
assignment

Play devil’s advocate 
(to anticipate counter-arguments)

Find and aggregate scholarly research

Ask questions about papers

Start filling the “blank page”

Correct dictated text

Transcribe clinical notes

Write excel formulas

Design a new game

Make a spotify playlist



Why is ChatGPT 
so popular?

A major reason: natural 
language as the input



Why is ChatGPT 
so popular?

A major reason: natural 
language as the input

In general, I/O is better conforming to 
how people think, communicate, move

Gradually moving to ‘Natural’ User Interfaces



‘Natural’ User Interfaces
Part of a larger trend



‘Natural’ User Interfaces
Part of a larger trend

• UI went from CRT commands to bitmap commands to modern UI 
• Librarians encourage patrons to have a detailed conversation 
• Converted to category labels, and Boolean search over surrogates of 

known sources



Web search: 
An earlier information access revolution

● 20 years ago: People all backgrounds using keyword 
search and looking through links for answers  

● This was very foreign! 
● Many people disliked this paradigm



Without good language analysis, there are 
many challenges in designing search UIs 

How to disambiguate queries? 
How to design the “snippet”  
How to rank full text given a few keywords? 
How to respond to short queries? 
How to organize thousands of results? 
How to suggest alternative queries?



Natural Language as a UI for Search



With conversations that really work, no need 
to worry about those earlier design concerns



Natural Language as the UI for Search

People always loved Ask Jeeves even though it never actually answered questions



Similar story for image 
search
Lacking robust image analysis, images had 
to be queried by color and shape, or 
sketching  

(Although Dall-E doesn’t always generate 
what you want either!)

This was not ‘natural’ and did not work well.



Language-based Chat is the new User Interface



But … it has to be very 
conversation-like

● Studies show that people on average experiment with 
Alexa for about a week and then settle on a small fixed 
set of commands 

● The technology was not ready to become a ‘natural’ UI



Consequence of ‘Natural’ User Interfaces

Less intuitive UIs exist because the technology isn’t ready to make 
them natural 

The more UIs conform to how people think, move, communicate, 
the broader the uptake and thus the more disruptive 
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Designing for Conversations



Conversations



Conversations

are interactive



Mixed-Initiative Interaction, IEEE Intelligent Systems 1999

Much effort is spent in maintaining & updating 
mutual understanding

James Allen •

Human Conversations are Complex

Action Amount (%)

Evaluating and comparing options 25%

Suggesting courses of action 23%

Clarifying and establishing state 13.5%

Clarifying or confirming the communcation 13.5%

Discussing problem-solving strategy 10%

Summarizing courses of action 8%

Identifying problems and alternatives 7%



Designing for Conversations

Example: Do people want to see a 
visualization in a chat conversation?



Which is preferred?



More context preferred over showing only the data 
points visually.

<



…and, 41% of participants did not want to see viz in chat



They preferred text alone
…and, 41% of participants did not want to see viz in chat



41% did not want to see viz in chat 14% preferred text alone over text + viz

10% prefer text alone Text alone as accurate as 
viz; more effective

Text alone more accurate for 
exact recall of stats

Since then, other studies find similar results
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Conversation is COMPLEX .



Conversation is COMPLEX .

And even moreso when augmenting information artifacts



Designing for Interactive Explanations
Focus: Scientific Articles



Designing for Interactive Explanations

ScholarPhi PaperPlain

Requires very careful user interface design and evaluation,  
combined with NLP and document analysis

Expandable Abstracts

Focus: Scientific Articles



Designing for Interactive Explanations

ScholarPhi
SCHOLARPHI

Dongyeop Kang Raymond Fok Sam Skjonsberg Daniel S. Weld Marti A. Hearst

Augmenting Scientific Papers with Just-in-Time, Position-
Sensitive Definitions of Terms and Symbols 

@ ACM CHI ’21.

Andrew Head
Kyle 
Lo





SCHOLARPHI ITERATIVE DESIGN:  

4 studies, 24 researchers

observations

observations

focus group + interviews

focus group + interviews







Sidebar: Does GPT-4 Solve the 
Definition Recognition Problem?

It does well, but our specialized algorithm still performs (a bit) better.

F1

Terms: TADDEX 81.5

Terms: GPT-4 74.8

Definitions: TADDEX 73.6 

Definitions: GPT-4 66.1



Designing for Interactive Explanations

ScholarPhi PaperPlain

Requires very careful user interface design and evaluation,  
combined with NLP and document analysis

Expandable Abstracts



Designing for Interactive Explanations

PaperPlain



Complex content: how to explain it?



Add Guiding Questions  Determined by User Research



Highlight the Answer Passages



Provide a Simplified Language Gist



Baseline PDF reader: Most participants read papers 

linearly and spent substantial time in dense sections with 

limited important information.

Paper Plain: All participants reached the end of the paper. 

Section gists and term definitions helped read dense passages.  

The questions & answer gists supported quick navigation  
and helped decide which sections to read

Usability Study Results



Designing for Interactive Explanations

ScholarPhi PaperPlain

Requires very careful user interface design and evaluation,  
combined with NLP and document analysis

Expandable Abstracts



Designing for Interactive Explanations

Expandable Abstracts
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Designing for  
Automation Bias



Problem: Paying Attention with Automation 
(Automation Bias)

Reading medical scans, piloting airplanes, credit scoring, self-driving cars …



Problem: Automation Bias

System accuracy: System accuracy is known to 
influence both user expectations of a system as well 
as user interaction with the system (Chancey et al., 2016).  

Trust Calibration: Trust is a nonlinear function of 
automation performance and the dynamic 
interaction between the operator and the 
automation (Lee  & See, 2004)

Automation Bias: “The tendency to use automated 
cues as a heuristic replacement for vigilant 
information seeking and processing.” (Mosier & Skitka  
1996, Lyell & Coeira 2017)



Causes of Automation Bias

Parasuraman and Manzey [21] identify causes of automation bias 
(from Gsenger & Strle 2021), including:

People prefer to reduce their 
cognitive load and thus decide 
according to simple decision rules 
and comprehensive heuristics

 Automated systems are perceived as 
powerful agents, believed to have more 
analytic capabilities than people, and 
thus they are trusted more.



Designing  Conversations for Interactive Writing

InkSync



People are using chat-based LLMs for editing

Survey of 64 people working in a large tech firm, Sept 2023 

39% Technical, 29% Business, 18% sales, 14% Technical writing

Laban et al, Beyond the Chat: Editable and Verifiable Text Editing with LLMs, 2023

How often do you use a chat-based LLM for help in wiritng?



And not necessarily verifying the results…

Laban et al, Beyond the Chat: Editable and Verifiable Text Editing with LLMs, 2023



Designing  Conversations for Interactive Writing

InkSync

Give authors precise control over editing

Help authors / editors verify content

Goals:



Standard LLM conversational interfaces lack desirable properties for text editing.



In InkSync, the LLM is instructed to generate a list of executable edits.



The author can review edit suggestions, and accept/dismiss them with one click.



A separate auditor can then verify the factual accuracy of system-generated content.

InkSync Overview

Laban et al, Beyond the Chat: Editable and Verifiable Text Editing with LLMs, 2023



How InkSync Works:   
Prompt returns executable JSON  



How InkSync Works:   
Prompt returns executable JSON  



How InkSync Works:   
UI Shows which text contains NEW INFORMATION



Editing / Verifying with InkSync Chat

Laban et al, 2023



How InkSync Works:   
Audit Interface allows for 3rd Party Checking 

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1HL5xLiq4iW8ZaNyHyjAGJ4l0HuGU0U1w/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1HL5xLiq4iW8ZaNyHyjAGJ4l0HuGU0U1w/view


Auditing with InkSync

Laban et al, 2023



3. Chat Basic 

Like Google Doc + a different tab 

with ChatGPT: a purely chat interface 

(no executable suggestions)

2. Markers Only 

Like Google Doc with Grammarly 

enabled. 

No chat-based component.

1. All Manual 

Like Google Doc without 

Grammarly enabled. 

Baseline.

STUDY 1: SIX INTERFACES COMPARED

4. Chat Only 

The chat can make executable 

suggestions anywhere into the 

document

5. Comments/Brainstorm 

Highlight a text span, chat about 

how to change contents

6. InkSync Full 

The full InkSync interface with 

markers, chat, comments & 

brainstorm. (2, 4, 5)



Study 1 Results

1. Faster and more accurate with executable edits than manual 
2. Preferred the structured interface 
3. Felt more in control with structured chat than standard chat 
4. Edits were less diverse with LLM than manual 

Participants:



STUDY 2: ASSESS AUDIT UI

Laban et al, 2023
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STUDY 2: ASSESS AUDIT UI
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STUDY 2: ASSESS AUDIT UI

Laban et al, 2023

High-level findings: 

1. In conditions with Warn-Verify-Audit enabled, 
participants prevent or detect 73% of system-
generated inaccuracies. 

2. That’s ~3x more than in a condition without the 
framework. 

3. Edit-time and Audit-time verification are 
complementary.



Summary:  
Automation Bias  & LLM Writing

• Automation Bias is a real concern 
• Good UI can help, as shown with InkSync 

• However, have not tested this over the long run



Conclusions



Conclusions

01 Progress toward ‘Natural’ UIs is continuing steadily

02 Human-machine interaction: much remains to learn

03 With the ubiquity of chat, automation bias is growing as a design problem 
in information interfaces
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